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ABSTRACT
Optical properties of semiconductors at sub-bandgap energies are largely deteÍminèd
by crystal lattice defects and impurities. The present review discusses the reletion
between dopants and optical spectra by treating examples of a) optical vibretional
absorption and b) the detection of magnetic resonance via optical electronic ebsorp-

tion.

l. Introduction

The optical properties of crystalline semiconductors at photon energies below the
intrinsic bandgap are greatly influenced by impurities and crystal lattice defects. For an
identification and full characterization of the optical centres one needs to determine (a)

their concentration, (b) the associated electronic levels determining (c) the donor, acceptor
or amphoteric nature and (d) the charge state, (e) the carrier emission and capture cross
sections, (f) the chemical identity of the atomic constituents, (g) possible breathing-mode
or symmetry-lowering lattice relaxations, establishing (h) the static or dynamic defect
symmetry and (i) wavefunctions for the defect electrons. Many experimental methods are
available for the investigation of centres. Since specific techniques probe one or some of
the aspects mentioned only, the full characterization requires extensive investigation,
applying several of the available methods. Optical spectroscopy, either in absorption or
emission, mainly characterizes defects by the energies of the spectral lines and the
intensities. By magnetic resonance information on atomic structure, hence defect
identification. is mainly obtained. To great advantage methods of double spectroscopy, in
which the electron and spin transitions are simultaneously induced, can be applied. In this
tutorial review examples will be discussed of defect characterization by optical absorption
and by the combination of optical and magnetic resonance spectroscopy. The focus will
be on the illustration of the relation between the structure of the impurity or defect centre
and the resulting optical pÍoperties of the semiconductor material.
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2. Optical absorption

In the passing of light through matter photons can be lost by the excitation of
electrons or the creation of phonons. Such processes can be related to the intrinsic, pure
and perfect, semiconductor crystal. Electrons can be excited from occupied valence band
states to empty states in conduction bands, yielding strong absorption at energies above the
fundamental edge. At energies below the bandgap value transitions involving gap states are
dominant. It allows the study of deep or shallow states related to semiconductor dopants.
Also for lattice vibrations the effects of localized centres can, under suitable conditions,
be distinguished clearly from the host crystal effects. In the undoped crystal the one-
phonon energies fall in the range from zero to a maximum energy. Fig. I illustrates the
phonon frequency spectrum for the simplified case of the one-dimensional crystal with
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Figufe I : Phonon spectrum in e two-atomtc lrnear crystal.

lattice parameter a and two atoms in the unit cell. Impurities which are lighter than the
atoms of the host give rise to vibrations at higher frequency than the maximum <o,n",

existing in the pure crystal. These vibrations are localized in the vicinity of the impurity
site and are hence called local modes. A simple model to analyse these vibrations is given
in Fig. 2. On the basis of this model it is easily derived that the local mode frequency is
given by:
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light impurity mass m to the heavy crystal atom mass

this result is given in Fig. 3.
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Figure ? : Lrncar charn modcl lirr local mode vihratrons rn a mono-atomic crystal.

A classical well-studied case demonstrating the absorption related to local mode
vibrations is the hydrogen impurity in alkali-halide crystals. Hydrogen atoms substitute for
the halogen ions forming so-called U-centres, of which the atomic structure is
schematically illustrated in Fig. 4. The related local mode absorption is shown in Fig. 5.
It is found at a wavelength near 20 pcm, considerably below the minimum wavelength of
about 70 pcm reported for the intrinsic crystal vibrations l'2. In comparing with the
prediction based on equation l, with m/M = ll37 and 9o"/or"* - 4.3, one concludes
that the simple model gives some good agreement and allows for basic understanding of
the phenomenon.

Oxygen is a most important impurity in semiconductors. notably in silicon. Its mass

is below that of silicon and hence absorptions at high frequencies are observable in the

infrared spectrum. In its dissolved form oxygen is incorporated in the silicon crystal
occupying positions near the bond-centre sites, as indicated in Fig.6. Unlike the previous
example of the alkali-halide U-centre, in this case the tbrce constants of binding the
impurity, the Si-O bonds, are different from those in the bulk. The covalent bonding is
predominantly with the two nearest neighbour silicon atoms. A model to analyse the modes

of vibration therefore considers these three atoms. Besides three modes of rigid translations
of the Si-O-Si molecule and three modes of rigid rotations. there exist also three modes

of vibràtion. The nomenclature of these vibrations and their oscillatory patterns are given
in Fig.7. Due to the diftèrent electronegativity ol silicon and oxygen all three modes are

optically active. Fig.8 illustrates details over a small wavelength region in which the
asymmetric bond stretching mode is found. It was recorded at high resolution for a silicon
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Figure 3 : Loql mode Íiequency as a function of mass ratio, with analysis of the isotopic shifts
observed in the asymmetnc tnnd stretching mode of oxygen in silicon.

sample which intentionally was doped with oxygen enriched in the rare isotopes l7O and
lEO. In agreement with the basic model the heavier isotopes have the lower vibrational
frequency. The isotope effect is, however, quite significantly smaller than expected on the
basis ofequation I using the silicon atom mass 28. The reason for such discrepancy is that
the two silicon atoms considered in the model are themselves strongly bonded to the rest
of the crystal and are thus restricted in their motion. This greater difhculty to move can
be simulated by giving these two atoms a greater effective mass. It appears that an
empirical value of effective mass equal to M = 50 allows for a perfect fit of the observed
isotope effect. The data points included in Fig.3 illustrate the agreement which can be
reached in this empirical treatment. Numerical data related to this analysis are rÊpresented
in Table l. The experimentally observed figures are given and the predictions on the basis
of the local mode model for the real silicon atom mass M = 28. the effective mass M =



Figure 4 : Structure of'thc U-eentre rn KCI:H.
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50 tbr bc'st llt. and tbr intlnite rnass Iv{ = 6. ln the latter case the square-r@t law for
rnotion oÍ oxvgen in a rigid 6rtential is obtaincd. Each of the absorption lines of the
oxygen isotrlpcs shor.r's tïrthcr structure related to the presence of silicon isotopes of
diftèrent nrass. Also here the efl'ect ol the isotope changes is smaller than expected on the
basis of their nrasses. It again indicates that a larger effective mass must be used to
represent realitv rnore closcr.
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Figure 6 I Structure mtxJel of interstitial oxygen in silicon, after Newman ancl SmithS.
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Obviously, the simple models as presented can be improved by going to three
dimensions. taking more neighbour atoms and force constants into account. The greater
complexity then requires more heavy mathematical computation. Examples studied in
greater detail include the impurities hydrogen a'5, boron ó'10 

"n6 
oxygen I I'12 in silicon.

The simple analytical ntodel. however, illustrates basic approaches. These studies
contribute to the fundamental scientiÍjc knowledge of lattice dynamics. They contribute to
materials science by identily'ing the impurity and affording. once calibration factors are
available. the quantitative and selective determination of impurity concentrations.
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Table I : Isotope effect in the asymrretric bond stretching mode vibration of Si

given in wavenumber units.

- mO - Si. Frequencies are

Isotope
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M_28 M:50 M:@

lóo
l70
lEo

l 136

r 109

1085

r.000
a.97 6

0.955

1.000
0.983
0.967

1.000
o.97 6

0.955

1.000
o.970
0.943

3. Optical detection of magnetic resonance

As mentioned, specific techniques generally reveal only part of the defect
properties. The level of information may be improved by resorting to more sophisticated
methods of multiple resonance. A prominent example of such strategy employs the linking
of magnetic resonance and optical spectra for transitions which have levels in common.
The magnetic resonance transition can be an electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), a
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) or an electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR).
By application of such resonance the occupation of levels involved can be changed, the
most common practice being the equalization of level populations by saturation of a

transition. An optical spin dependent transition involving the same levels will be
influenced. The intensity or the degree of polarization of a light absorption or emission can
be affected. This affords the optical detection of magnetic resonance (ODMR). Several
variations are thus conceivable, as schematically summarized by:

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance : ODEPR
absorPtron

Optical Detection in or of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
emtsston

Electron Nuclear Double Resonance : ODENDOR

Combination of the optical and magnetic resonance sp€ctroscopy has several advant2geous
features. By the conversion of microwave energies typical for the magnetic resonance, -
0. I meV, to energies of optical photons, = I eV, an increase in sensitivity by several
orders of magnitude is achieved. In the measurement the defect is characterized by its
optical and microwave spectruT jointly, leading to a significant enhancement of selectivity.
Both optical and magnetic resgnance spectroscopy are distinguished by a high identification
power for defects. In rare cases where ambiguity is left by one of the methods, the other
spectrum usually eliminates the ambiguity altogether. From the optical part of the
experiment energy levels associated with the centre can be positioned with respect to the
semiconductor valence or conduction bands. This relates the information on the centre to

: ODNMR
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its electrical and transport properties. Magnetic resonance commonly reveals the defect
symmetry by the anisotropy of the spectra, easily measured normally by angular
dependence. Hyperfine interactions are often present and detectable in EPR, or ENDOR,
and lead to the atomic identiÍrcation of the constituents of a centre. On the reverse side,

the successful application ofa multiple resonance technique requires that all conditions of
the resonances can be simultaneously met. The centre must be susceptible to both
paramagnetic resonance and optical spectroscopy, restricting the number of suitable
systems. Also, generally no sensitivity calibration is available leaving defect concentrations
unknown. In evil cases it might happen that an exotic defect ideally satisfies the conditions
of sensitivity and selectivity for ODMR, but otherwise manifests itself as a defect with low
concentration having minor effect on semiconductor properties.

3. I. ODEPR Absorprion Spectroscopy

The basic concepts as applied in absorption ODEPR are illustrated in Fig.9. An
optical absorption with an energy typically near I eV is the result of an electronic
excitation (Fig. 9(a)). The relatively narrow absorption is supposed to be superposed on
a background absorption due to external unrelated causes. It is assumed that both ground
and excited state in the optical pÍocess are paramagnetic with, for ease of illustration, S

= ll2. A magnetic Íield will split the levels by the Zeeman energy. This splitting is often
small compared to the natural linewidth in the optical transitions and remains unobserved.
For light propagating in the direction of the magnetic fïeld transitions as indicated in Fig.
9(b) will selectively be induced by circularly polarized light. Experimentally these two
components o* and o- can be measured separately. Due to higher occupation of the
groundstatelevel withm. = +l/2 thecomponento-willhavethehigherintensity.The
different absorption of circularly polarized light in the direction of the magnetic field is
called magnetic circular dichroism (MCD). Application of resonant microwave energy in
the ground state reduces the population difference f,+ - f,-. For full saturation tr+ = tr-
and the MCD will completely vanish (Fig. 9(c)). The microwave (magnetic resonance)
induced reduction of magnetic circular dichroism has led to an optical effect. Both parts

of the spectroscopical investigation are inherently linked as they involve the same

electronic levels. While staying on the magnetic resonance and recording the optical
spectrum again, only the excitations from the selected ground state are recorded. Unrelated
absorptions in the optical spectrum will be eliminated. In Fig. 9(d) the spectrum cleared
from the background by this so-called tagging method is shown.

3.2. ODMR Etluipment

A schematic view on an absorption ODtvlR spectrometer is given in Fig. 10. The
sample to be investigated is enclosed in the cavity in a region of high microwave field
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strength. The cavitv must have openings to allow Íbr the penetration of light for the optical
absorption experiment. The very,different wavelengths of the radiation involved allows the
construction of cavities op€n to.light but closed to microwaves. The optical path has a light
source, a monochromator. a polarizer and detector. To enhance sensitivity and enable
selectivity the microwave power and the sense of polarization of the light can be modulated
at high speed. The signals are detected phase-sensitively by lock-in amplifiers.
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Figure l0 : Schematic of the experimental sctup tirr an ahsorption ODMR spcctrometer.

3.3. ODEPR of GuÁs:EL2'

An example tbllowing closely the discussion of basic concepts (in section 3.1) is
provided by the EL2 centre in gallium arsenide ll. The defect is a double donor and is
paramagnetic in the ionized state EL2 " . An optical absorption spectrum below the bandgap
energy is shown in Fig.ll(a). Any structure in this spectrum is hard to distinguish. The
magnetic circular dichroism as recorded ior this absorption is shown in Fig.ll(b). Since
MCD is restricted to absorptions of defects with paramagnetic ground states the

background is reduced considerably: tbr instance the sharp rise at the intrinsic band edge

is eliminated. The MCD eft'ect is srnall but the spectral structure in it is enhanced. This
allows to establish more clcarlv the relation to other experinrents yielding information on

bandgap levels. The eft-ect of rnagnetic resonance on the MCD at the wavelength À = 1.35

trrm gives the result ol Fig.ll(c). As usual, in this experiment the microwave frequency
is kept constant at the cavitv frequency. 24 GHz in this case, and the magnetic field is
scanned to satisty the resonance condition. The quartet of lines ofequal intensity and equal
spacing ret'lects resolved hyperline interaction with one nucleus with spin | = 312 and
100% natural abundance. This rgveals arsenic as a prominent constituent of the centre.
Due to the selectivity thc signal-tó-noise ratio is renrarkably high. Analysis of the isotropic
sp€ctrum yields g-value I : 2.04t and hyperfine interaction cons[ant A = 2670 MHz,
which identitles the centre as a previously reported Aqo" antisite related defect la. The
electron paramagnetic resonance of this centre directly measured in EPR, near 35 GHz
microwave tiequency. is shown to demonstrate the similarity in Fig. I l(d). Application of
the microwaves at resonant conditions tbr a specitic transition selects a specitic ground
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state of an optical transition for which the
MCD is reduced. Scanning under such

conditions over the optical energy range will
then only show the optical excitations from
the ground state for this selected centre.
This tagging of optical excitation by EPR
selects from the whole optical spectrum the
part related to the EPR identifïed centre.
For the GaAs: EL2 defect the EPR-tagged
spectrum is shown in Fig. I l(e). From the
result one concludes that all transitions as

observed in the MCD spectrum (Fig. I l(b))
belong to the same centre.

3.4. ODENDOR Absorption Spectroscopy

In the mechanism invoked to explain
ODMR the occupation of levels is a crucial
factor. The induction of EPR allows the
change of occupations of levels with
different electron spin quantum numbers. In
a similar way levels for different nuclear
spin states can be influenced by nuclear
magnetic resonance. For further specific
explanation reference is made to Fig. 12,

which shows levels for an electron-nuclear
spin system S = l12, I - l12. The
difference between the electronic m5 : -l12
levels and the m5 - + Il2 levels is given by
the electronic Boltzmann ratio
exp(gpBB/kT). For instance for magnetic
field B : lT, temperature T _ lK. g _ 2,
S : l12, the population ratio will be near a

Figure I I : Spectra of GaAs:EL2*. (a) Opticat
absorption at 1.4 K (Ref. l3), (b) magnetrc crrcular
dichroism of the absorption Íirr magne-trc field B :
2 T (Ref. l3), (c) ODEPR at optrcal wavelength 1.35

pm and microwave frulucncv 24.31 CHz (Ref. l3),
(d) electron paramagnetrc resonance at 34.85 CHz
(Ref. l4), (e) optical ahsorption tagged hy' spin
resonance (Ref. l3),
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factor 4. The small difference in occupation for different mJ values can be ignored.
Selective saturation of the EPR transition for mr = *ll2 equalizes the populations of the
two connected levels (Fig. l2(b)). The population difference of the two ms : -ll2 levels
with the two ms = *l/2 levels is reduced to half of the original value. Application of
saturation radio-frequency power for an NMR transition will further affect level
populations as indicated in Fig.l2(c). The MCD signal which is proportional to the
occupation difference of ma = -l/2 and Ds = * I /2 levels is again diminished. According
to this description the effect of the NMR is of comparable magnitude to that of the EPR.
The NMR measured via ODENDOR therefore experiences an even more dramatic
enhancement of its sensitivity.

3.5. ODENDOR of GaÁs:EL2+

Measurements by EPR in III-V compounds, such as GaAs, suffer lrom appreciable
linewidth broadening due to unresolved hyperfine interactions. The identification of defects
in these materials on the basis of EPR parameters alone is in many cases inadequate. For
instance, depending on sample treatment, there appear to be created many different defects
related to the antisite structure As6". Although these defects are different they are all
characterized by g-value g : 2.04 + 0.02 and hyperfine interaction constant A - 2650
MHz. These centres can, however, have a dif ferent optical spectrum. Also ENDOR probes
defect constituents and surroundings in a very sensitive manner. Defects with an
indistinguishable EPR spectrum can be separated by their different ENDOR spectrum. In
Fig.13 such results as measured by ODENDOR are illustrated for the EL2 defect and

another As6^ related defect in 6u4t ls'ló.
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